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Abstract 

Non-destructive testing of the root area of a low-pressure (LP) turbine's blades and disks was performed in a 

restrictive manner. When the turbine blades and disks were disassembled or not, the root area surface was 

examined by conventional ultrasonic testing (UT), that is, magnetic particle or liquid penetrant testing. Recent 

developments have led to the use of phased array ultrasonic testing technology for the inspection of the root area 

without any disassembling of the turbine blades or disks, both of which have a high probability of crack 

initiation. However, before phased array ultrasonic testing can be used in a field inspection, consideration should 

be given to the complexity of analyzing background noise signals and unexpected UT signals from the various 

geometric shapes in the root area. This paper describes UT simulations of a root area in a case in which the low-

pressure turbine blades and disks are assembled before the developed phased array UT technology is applied to a 

field examination. The UT simulations produce advance predictions of the characteristics of UT signals, the 

exact location of the probe inspection, and the appropriateness of the frequency of a selected probe. The testing 

conditions are then optimized on the basis of the simulation results. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

Low-pressure (LP) turbine blades and disks in nuclear power plants are tested by a few non-

destructive testing techniques. The conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) methods include 

manual, magnetic particle, and liquid penetrant tests. However, the blade and disk shapes 

such as that of the straddle mount type have complex geometrical shapes which, in the 

application of conventional UT, lead the increased examination time and  a drop confidence 

regarding conventional ultrasonic testing. Recently, phased array UT (PAUT) techniques have 

been developed to raise confidence in examination and applied field testing. However, before 

phased array ultrasonic testing can be used in a field inspection, consideration should be given 

to the complexity of analyzing background noise signals and unexpected UT signals from the 

various geometric shapes in the root area. To evaluate the appropriateness of PAUT, 

simulations were conducted to examine UT response signal between artificial flaws and 

geometrical shapes in the root area. The UT signal of simulated results was compared to 

actual UT data acquired from a calibration block including a flaw. This comparative study 

contributes to the improvement of UT confidence with complex shapes and confirms the 

appropriateness of the developed UT technique. This paper reports in detail a comparative 

study of UT signals obtained by simulation and actual data obtained by PAUT which is the 

same as that which would be used in field application. 

 

2. Phased array UT simulation for LP Turbine Blade and Disk Root  
 

2.1 Specification of low-pressure turbine rotor 

 

Korea’s standard nuclear power plant design (OPR-1000, Optimized Power Reactor) has 

four turbines which include one high-pressure and three low-pressure turbines, and it 
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Korea’s standard nuclear power plant design (OPR-1000, Optimized Power Reactor) has 

four turbines which include one high-pressure and three low-pressure turbines, and it 

generates 1000 MWe electric power. Each low-pressure turbine has a total of seven stages, 

each of which has blades and disks. The coupling of blades and rotors (disks) is fabricated 

not as the shrunk-on type but the mono-block type. Fig. 1(a) shows the shape of a low-

pressure turbine rotor, and Fig. 1(b) shows the form of the coupling of disk and blades. In the 

middle of a turbine rotor, the first stage is at the center, and the seventh stage is far from the 

center. The joint shape of the blade root in each disk is of the straddle-mount type in the first 

to fifth stages and the pin finger type in sixth and seventh stages. Fig. 2 shows the types of 

joint shapes of blade roots. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Shape of (a) LP turbine rotor and (b) connection shape of blade & disk 

Fig. 2 Types of joint shapes of blade root area 

 

2.2 Model of blade and disk for PAUT simulation 
 

For the preparation of UT simulation at the LP turbine blade root, a 2D drawing was made 

by CAD software based on real shapes, and a 3D drawing was made for signal analysis and 

application of ultrasonic testing. Ultrasonic testing can be applied to the straddle mount type 

of joint but not to the pin finger type. Five models were made of each blade and disk shape 

from the first to fifth stages. Fig. 3 shows the 2D and 3D CAD shape of the first stage blade. 

The CIVA program was used in simulating the model. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 2D and 3D CAD of first stage blade 
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2.3 Specifications of PAUT probe for simulation 

 

Three phased array probes which are applied in field examination were used for simulation 

of phased array UT. The specifications of each probe are listed in Table 1. Input parameters 

may be summarized as follows. The coupling material was glycerine (water is used in field 

examination), the specimen material was low alloy steel, the applied wave pattern was 

longitudinal and transverse wave with sectorial beam scanning. The beam computation step 

sizes were 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm for detailed analysis 
 

Table 1. Specifications of phased array UT probe 

Probe Type Frequency 
Element 

Number 
Pitch 

Size 

(mm) 
wedge angle application 

TX1 1D Linear 5MHz 32 1mm 32×10 36° disk 

TX2 1D Linear 10MHz 32 0.32mm 10.5×7 31° disk 

TX3 1D Linear 10MHz 16 0.25mm 4×4 31° blade 

 

2.4 PAUT simulation examples of Blade and Disk of first stage 

 

2.4.1 Simulation result of first stage disk root area 

Test blocks which are used to calibrate UT equipment and probe were used in the 

simulation. The blocks were the same as the disks of each stage of a low-pressure turbine and 

included an artificial flaw for UT signal amplitude response. A 3D block shape model was 

made by CIVA for the simulation. The first-stage disk at the LP turbine is not the same on 

both sides; the A-side is flat, and the B-side is grooved. PAUT simulation of the first-stage 

disk was performed twice. In the first simulation, the transducer was TX2 (10 MHz); the 

probe location was offset by 19 mm, which means the distance from the wedge front to the 

disk end; and the applied inspection angle was 35° to 60° with sectorial beam scanning. The 

specifications of the artificial flaw were a height of 0.5 mm, a length of 5 mm, a width 0.15 

mm, and a skew angle of 45°. In the location of the transducer offset of 19 mm, the UT 

response signal from the flaw was excellent, and the ultrasonic noise level was low. Fig. 4 

shows the PAUT simulation results of the first-stage disk. 

Fig. 4 Example of simulation of first-stage disk root by PAUT 

 

A side 

B side 
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2.4.2 Simulation result of first-stage blade root area 

The simulation for the first-stage blade root was performed three times because of the 

geometrical shape of blade. The first simulation (Fig. 5 (a)) was accomplished with TX 3 (10 

MHz), a transducer offset of 0 mm, an inspection angle from 40° to 65° with sectorial 

scanning. Specifications of the artificial flaw were a height 0.5 mm, a length of 5 mm, a width 

of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. In the simulation results, the UT response signal in the 

offset of 0 mm from the flaw (notch shape) in the second hook was good, and it is easy to 

distinguish the UT response signal between geometry and flaw. The ultrasonic noise level was 

low.  In the second simulation (Fig. 5(b)), TX 3 was applied, the transducer offset was 12 mm, 

and the inspection angle was from 5° to 30° with sectorial scanning. In the third simulation 

(Fig. 5(c)) TX 3 was applied, the transducer offset was 29 mm, and the inspection angle was 

from 30° to 50° with sectorial scanning. The specifications of the artificial flaw were the same 

as in the preceding simulations. In comparing the second and third simulation results, the UT 

response signal at the offset of 29 mm from the flaw in the second hook at the first blade is 

better than that at the offset of 12 mm, and it is easy to distinguish the UT response signal 

between geometry and flaw. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results from each transducer offset 

location. 

Fig. 5 Example of simulation of first-stage blade root at each offset location 

 

3. UT actual data from blade and disk calibration blocks 
 

3.1 Blade and disk calibration blocks 

 

The blade calibration block for the first to fifth stages was fabricated using the same shape 

& material as a real block, and it also included an artificial flaw (EDM notch) which was 5.0 

mm long, 0.5 mm deep, and 0.15 mm wide with a skew angle of 45°. One flaw was made in 

each hook surface, and fig. 6 (a) is a drawing of the blade calibration block. The disk 

calibration block for the first to fifth stages was fabricated using the same shape and material 

as a real block, and it included an artificial flaw which was 5.0 mm long, 1.0 mm deep, and 

0.15 mm wide with a skew angle of 45°. One flaw was made in each hook, and fig. 6 (b) is a 

drawing of the disk calibration block. 
 

 

Fig. 6 Drawings of blade and disk calibration block 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

(a) (b) 
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3.2 UT signal example of blade calibration block   

 

Ultrasonic testing for the blade root of an LP turbine is difficult because the inspection area 

is limited and complex. It is easy to distinguish the geometry shape with a flaw signal in UT 

response by application of PAUT because it creates various inspection angles in the 

specimens. This experiment was performed to detect flaws in the blade root area of an LP 

turbine by using a calibration block. Fig. 7 shows actual UT data acquired from the blade 

calibration block which includes flaw signals.  

 

(a) Steering angle 20 (b) Steering angle 37

EDM notch
EDM notch

EDM notch

EDM notch

EDM notch

EDM notch

 

Fig. 7 UT signal from blade calibration block 

 

3.2 UT signal example of disk calibration block   

 

The flaw detection experiment for the blades of the LP turbine required various inspection 

angles because the root area has complex geometrical shapes. However, it is easy to apply UT 

because the disk coupling shape with the transducer is less complex than that of the blades. 

UT examination of disks is possible to detect the flaw in each hook even without applying 

various transducer offsets. The UT examination of disks was the same as that of blades. 

Regarding UT signal analysis, it is similar with the UT signal analysis of blades because the 

hooks of disks basically couple with blades. Fig. 8 shows the actual UT data acquired from 

the disk calibration block including flaw signals. 

 

EDM notch

EDM notch

EDM notch

EDM notch
EDM notch

EDM notch

(a) Steering angle 48 (b) Steering angle 58   
 

Fig. 8 UT signal from disk calibration block 
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4. Comparison of UT signal of actual and simulated data 
 

4.1 Comparison of disk ultrasonic beam signal 

 

4.1.1 First Disk UT signal comparison 

To verify the appropriateness of UT simulation, the B-scan signal of actual and 

simulated data are compared. The simulation was performed with TX2 (10 MHz), a 

transducer offset of 19 mm, and an inspection angle from 35° to 60° with sectorial scan. The 

applied beam computation step was 0.5 mm. The specifications of the flaw are a length of 5.0 

mm, a depth of 1.0 mm, and a width of 0.15 mm. Fig. 9 shows the UT B-scan data from the 

B-side of the first disk and the results of simulated and actual data. Signals a and c in Fig. 9(a) 

and (b) are reflected UT signals from flaws in hooks 1 and 2. Signals b, d, e, and f are 

reflected beam signals from the bottom of the hook’s geometrical shape. However, simulated 

signal f is a little different from the actual data because the acquisition range was adjusted to 

the end of the hook. The amplitude difference in the beam signal is due to the difference in the dB 

applied in the experiment and simulation. In the simulation, automatic dB was applied, while the 

actual data used a fixed dB (55.7).  

 

Fig. 9 B-scan (B-side) results of first-disk calibration block B side: (a) simulated and (b) 

actual 

 

Fig. 10 shows UT B-scan data from the A-side of the first disk and the result of simulation 

and experiment. The simulation was performed with TX1 (5 MHz), a transducer offset of 15 

mm, and an inspection angle from 40° to 65° with sectorial scan. The specifications of the 

flaw are a length of 5.0 mm, a depth of 1.0 mm, a width of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. 

The applied beam computation step was 0.5 mm. Signals a and c in Fig. 10(a) and (b) are 

reflected beam signals from flaws in hooks 1 and 2. Signals b, d, e, and f are reflected beam 

signals from the bottom of the hook’s geometrical shape. The simulation difference between 

the A-side and the B-side is due to the difference in applied frequency (B-side: 10 MHz, A-

side: 5 MHz). The simulated and actual data as shown in Fig. 10 shows good agreement.
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Fig. 10 B-scan results (A-side) of first-disk calibration block A side: (a) simulated and (b) 

actual 

 

4.1.2 Second-disk UT signal comparison 

Fig. 11 shows UT B-scan data from the second disk and the result of simulation and 

experiment. The simulation was performed with TX2 (10 MHz), a transducer offset of 15 mm, 

and an inspection angle from 25° to 60° with sectorial scan. The specifications of the flaw are 

a length of 5.0 mm, a depth of 1.0 mm, a width of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. The 

applied beam computation step was 0.5 mm. Signals a, c, and e in Fig. 11(a) and (b) are 

reflected UT signals from the flaws in hooks 1, 2, and 3. Signals b, d, f, g, and h are reflected 

UT signal from the bottom of the hook’s geometrical shape. The results of simulation and 

experiment show good agreement.  
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Fig. 11 B-scan results of second-disk calibration block A side: (a) simulated and (b) actual 

4.1.3 Fourth-disk UT signal comparison 

Fig. 12 shows UT B-scan data from the fourth disk and the result of simulation and 

experiment. The simulation was conducted with TX2 (10 MHz), a transducer offset of 23 mm, 

and an inspection angle from 25° to 63° with sectorial scan. The specifications of the flaw are 

a length of 5.0 mm, a depth of 1.0 mm, a width of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. The 

applied beam computation step was 1.0 mm. Signals a, c, and e in Fig. 12 (a) and (b) are 

reflected beam signals from the flaws in hooks 1, 2, and 3. Signals b, d, f, g, and h are 

reflected beam signals from the bottom of hook’s geometrical shape. The results of simulation 

and experiment show good agreement. 
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Fig. 12 B-scan results of fourth-disk calibration block A side: (a) simulated and (b) actual

4.2 comparison of blade’s ultrasonic beam signal 

 

4.2.1 Third-blade UT beam signal comparison 

The simulation was performed with TX3 (10 MHz), a transducer offset of 10 mm, and an 

inspection angle from 40° to 65° with sectorial scan. The specifications of the flaw are a 

length of 5.0 mm, a depth of 0.3 mm, a width of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. The 

applied beam computation step was 1.0 mm. However, actual data was acquired with TX3 (10 

MHz), a transducer offset of 0 mm, and an inspection angle from 0° to 45°. The simulation 

and experiment results are different; however, the ultrasonic beam signals from the flaw in the 

simulation and experiment have almost the same response. Signal a is the reflected beam 

signal from flaws at hook 1, and b is the mode conversion signal. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) show the 

UT B-scan data from the third blade and the simulation and experimental results. 

 

Fig. 13 B-scan results of third-blade calibration block A side: (a) simulated and (b) actual 

 

4.2.2 Fifth-blade UT beam signal comparison 

The simulation was conducted with TX3 (10 MHz), a transducer offset of 65 mm, and an 

inspection angle from 5° to 40° with sectorial scan. The specifications of the flaw are a length 

of 5.0 mm, a depth of 0.5 mm, a width of 0.15 mm, and a skew angle of 45°. The applied 

beam computation step was 1.0 mm. However, the actual data was acquired with TX3 (10 
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MHz), a transducer offset of 0 mm, and an inspection angle from 0° to 45°. The simulation 

and experimental results are a little different; however, the UT signals from the flaw (notch) 

in the simulation and experiment have almost the same response. Signal a is the reflected 

beam signal from flaws in hook 3, and b is the geometry signal. Fig. 14 (a) and (b) show the 

UT B-scan data from fifth blade and the simulation and experimental results. 

 

Fig. 14 B-scan results of fifth-blade calibration block A side: (a) simulated and (b) actual 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
Complex shapes in the LP turbine root area create challenges in field application. The 

phased array UT technique greatly helps in overcoming inspection challenges. Simulation of 

complex geometrical shapes also be useful to find the optimal parameters for field application. 

A comparative study has shown that CIVA simulation software is a good tool for determining 

the optimal probe, frequency, inspection angle, and signal analysis. Simulation can help to 

understand characterization of the beam signal radiated from the hooks including flaws in 

blade and disk root areas. The comparative study of simulated and actual UT signal provides a 

useful analysis of various beam signals of the LP turbine blade and disk root area. 
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